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Rural Landscapes of Roman (northern) Liburnia: 
Diachronic Development of Organisation and the 
Economy in Extra-Urban Territories in the Light of 

Recent Archaeological Research
The archaeology of Roman rural landscapes in the province of Dalmatia, and espe-
cially northern Liburnia, has until recently focused on single-site or single-monument 
analyses, allowing for only geographically patchy and chronologically limited conclu-
sions. Considering the results of recent research in the wider Kvarner and sub-Velebit 
area, the paper discusses issues of Roman extra-urban territorial organisation, the 
formation and evolution of settlement and economies on rural estates. Using several 
case studies, the role of indigenous residents and immigrants in the organisation of 
the countryside during the early Imperial era is addressed, testifying to a diversified 
social structure of both landowners and the employed workforce. Later developments 
in rural settlement are analysed through the prism of newly emergent geopolitical 
factors emerging in the region from the 3rd century onward. The Christianisation of 
rural areas and associated novel social practices, and possibly new forms of habita-
tion, are also covered. Finally, the final phases of use of rural sites can now be more 
cogently discussed thanks to new data from several, mainly insular sites.

Archaeology of the rural world of Roman Dalmatia and northern Liburnia

The archaeology of Roman rural landscapes has had a Mediterranean-wide flo-
ruit since the establishment, in the 1950s,1 of large field survey projects aimed at 
identifying sites and features within different regional settings. Topics such as set-
tlement pattern, site typologies, land-use, productive systems, and their diachronic 
development have been in the focus of exploration, aided by the application of 
increasingly complex field data acquisition, elaboration, and analysis techniques, 
with growing use of remote sensing and digital tools for data manipulation.2 
Alongside methodological advances, a set of novel theoretical approaches to data 
interpretation3 accompanied the growing number of survey projects throughout 

1 TOL 2012: xii; BINTLIFF 2018; see also MARZANO 2021; KNODELL et al. 2022
2 TOL 2012: xii-xiii; BINTLIFF 2018; KNODELL et al. 2022
3 E.g. MATTINGLY & WITCHER 2004; BINTLIFF 2018: 153-155.
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the Mediterranean and continental Europe, allowing for discourse on economic, 
demographic and social issues from a comparative perspective, but also raising 
awareness of the method’s inherent limitations.4 Roman extra-urban and rural 
territories were simultaneously approached through targeted research into single 
sites, their architecture, infrastructure and broader topics aimed at understanding 
not only the modes of organisation and occupation of these areas, but also their 
inhabitants, communication infrastructure and crafts,5 often through regional 
overviews and with attention to subsequent transformations.6 Another aspect that 
research into rural areas implies is their economic productivity and their incor-
poration into trade, commerce, and the overall economy of the broader region. 
Novel theoretical approaches to economic history were employed, namely New 
Institutional Economics (NIE) which, stated succinctly, implies a turn towards 
local institutions, social norms and the legal framework within which a society 
functions.7 This allows for a better understanding of property rights, productivity 
and relationships established within the various actors in the rural economy, as well 
as the role of government in managing such issues as productivity or investment.8

Scholarly interest in the rural world of Roman Dalmatia, on the other hand, 
has been patchy, and applied methods varied mostly on the basis of available 
data, geomorphology, and other features of the regions under scrutiny. Systematic 
surveys were fairly rare and mostly focused on the central Dalmatian islands9 and 
the Ravni kotari/northern Dalmatia region,10 accompanied by topographic and re-
connaissance surveys11 and excavations at a number of Roman rural sites,12 again 
mostly concentrated in the aforementioned areas. In many cases these dealt with 
distinct segments of a site, e.g. productive sectors or subsequent early Christian 
or later churches, or specific research problems.13 Similarly, the interest of schol-
ars of ancient history rarely revolved around topics related to rural areas, mostly 

4 TOL 2012: xiii; lastly KNODELL et al. 2022.
5 E.g. ZANINI 2016; BOWES 2020: 1-18; ZAMBONI 2022.
6 E.g. BUSANA 2002; CHAVARRIA ARNAU 2007; CASTRORAO BARBA 2014; 2020.
7 E.g. VON REDEN & KOWALZIG 2022: 347; for such an approach to Roman rural areas see 

KEHOE 2007.
8 KEHOE 2007: 29-37.
9 GAFFNEY et al. 2017 with earlier bibliography; JELINČIĆ 2005; BORZIĆ 2009.
10 CHAPMAN et al. 1996.
11 For a critical overview see KNODELL et al. 2022.
12 To cite just a few: SUIĆ 1957; ZANINOVIĆ 1987; BERTRAND et al. 2022; SCHRUNK et al. 

2022; for an overview see BEGOVIĆ & SCHRUNK 2001; 2002.
13 For e.g. BELAMARIĆ et al. 1994; BELOŠEVIĆ 1991/92; UGLEŠIĆ 2017; for an overview of 

processing installations see lastly in KOPAČKOVA 2020. See also BARAKA PERICA 2013: 
120-121.
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due to the scarcity of both historic and epigraphic sources, an exception being 
the mining district in Dalmatia’s hinterland.14 The seminal work of M. Suić on 
Roman urbanism on the eastern Adriatic15 and a few other publications16 provide 
some insights into the urban-rural relationship and the organisation of rural areas, 
at least from a theoretical and historic standpoint, but archaeological data failed 
to follow in a more substantial manner.

Research on the economy of the region suffered from the same pitfalls, being 
mostly based on very scant mentions in Roman literary and geographical works,17 
thus appearing detached and difficult to combine with the picture emerging from 
archaeological field work and material culture studies.

The Kvarner Gulf and sub-Velebit zones (an area consisting of islands, a narrow 
coastal belt and the mountainous eastern slopes of Učka and Velebit), a part of 
Liburnia in Roman times, specifically its northernmost part (Fig. 1),18 have until 
recently rarely been included in either rural site surveys and more systematic 
investigations of single rural sites, leaving a blank in our knowledge and best 
illustrated by the few published rural site distribution maps.19

The lack of identified sites as well as more detailed knowledge of their features 
and the overall organisation of rural territories hindered the inclusion of this highly 
urbanised area (with 13 municipal communities and other minor urban centres, e.g. 
Volcera)20 in any discussion of rural economy, settlement, urban-rural relationships, 
and their economic and legal organisation. Thanks to data gathered by several re-
cently conducted or still on-going surveys and excavation projects,21 our knowledge 
of the countryside in Roman northern Liburnia has been substantially enriched, al-
lowing the authors of this paper to propose certain developmental vectors, consider 
its economy and overall organisation, and propose avenues for future research.

14 ŠKEGRO 1999; SANADER 2006; GLICKSMAN 2018.
15 SUIĆ 2003
16 SUIĆ 1996; ZANINOVIĆ 1985; BERTRAND et al. 2022.
17 SANADAR 2006; GLICKSMAN 2005.
18 For the definition of this sub-region see BASIĆ 2017: 316-318; VITELLI CASELLA 2021: 

17-18; see also A. STARAC 2000: 10 and TURKOVIĆ & BASIĆ 2013: 41.
19 See BEGOVIĆ DVORŽAK & DVORŽAK SCHRUNK 2004; BOWDEN 2018, which include 

only so-called maritime or coastal villas, but do serve to illustrate the gap; see also JANEŠ 
2015: 19; for a similar lament concerning other parts of Dalmatia see TURKOVIĆ & ZEMAN 
2011: 9-10; TURKOVIĆ & MARAKOVIĆ 2012; KURILIĆ 2022, for the late antique period 
see ZEMAN 2014.

20 A. STARAC 2000: 10-11.
21 These include both systematic topographic reconnaissance and extensive surveys, as well as 

targeted reconnaissance of single monuments and/or areas, including: the Vinodol and Crikvenica 
areas, the island of Krk, the Cres-Lošinj archipelago, the islands of Rab and Pag, and the sub-
Velebit zone (see below for a basic bibliography).
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Figure 1. Map of northern Liburnia with Roman municipia and most important sites 
mentioned in the text (author: A. Konestra, base map: Google Maps/Snazzy Maps)

A starting point? Pre-Roman territorial organisation

The lack of territorial surveys hindered not only the recognition of Roman rural 
settlements, but also those dated to previous periods, so far mostly recognised as 
hillforts,22 with scant data on any other type of proto-historical occupation. Re-
cently, surveys conducted in the sub-Velebit area and the application of subsequent 
spatial analysis23 made it possible to more thoroughly ascertain the organisation 
of settlement patterns in the territories belonging to proto-historic communities, 
often centred around settlements that later became municipia and possessing a 
clear settlement hierarchy.24 In the case of Roman Lopsica (Sveti Juraj) and its 
wider territory, Iron Age settlements and enclosures dotted the coastal hills often 
linked to suitable coastal berthing locations, communication with the hinterland 
and water sources, although each community also possessed territories in the 
highlands devoted to herding in the hot summer months.25 Within this system, a 

22 E.g. MARCHESETTI 1903; BATOVIĆ 2003; ČUČKOVIĆ 2017. 
23 GLAVAŠ 2014; GLAVAŠ & GLAVIČIĆ 2017; GLAVAŠ 2018; GLAVAŠ & GLAVIČIĆ 2019.
24 GLAVAŠ 2018; GLAVAŠ & GLAVIČIĆ 2019.
25 GLAVAŠ & GLAVIČIĆ 2017: 123-124; 2019: 124, 129
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primary settlement could be recognised as well as an organisation that suggested 
social hierarchies26 comparable to those identified in southern Liburnia.27 Tran-
shumant husbandry survived the dawn of antiquity, as testified by epigraphic 
monuments, i.e., inscriptions testifying to inter-community boundaries found at 
several locales on Velebit.28 One example tells of an agreement on access to water 
between the coastal Ortoplini and the hinterland community of the Parentini, and 
another was found close to an actual boundary wall demarcating the territories of 
the Ortoplini and the Begi.29

Some data on the actual settlements can be inferred for subsequent island mu-
nicipia of Curicta (Krk),30 and Apsorus (Osor, Cres),31 while a smaller, possibly 
“satellite” settlement has recently been reliably identified on the Kaštelina/Stolac 
peninsula at Lopar on the island of Rab.32 How it was linked to the hillforts and 
tumuli identified on the ridge south of the site,33 and what its exact typology is 
cannot be inferred as yet, although short-lived, productive activities and a possible 
connection to maritime communication may be suggested. Its sudden demise, 
inferred on the basis of geophysical prospecting and still on-going trial trenching, 
indicates no connection to later, Roman settlement activities. Whether the hillfort 
system in the north-western part of the island of Rab was detached from Arba, 
the only settlement that became a municipium, or the latter was hierarchically 
the island’s main settlement – as proposed for the municipia of the nearby Velebit 
coast – is still difficult to ascertain. Nevertheless, minor settlements or productive 
units connected to agriculture or husbandry have not been securely identified for 
the proto-historic period, as is the case in the neighbouring region of Ravni kotari.34

Roman organisation of extra-urban territories: formation of estates, 
settlements, infrastructure and the economy of northern Liburnia

Most scholars agree that the central settlements in pre-Roman north-east Adri-
atic communities usually became Roman urban centres of municipal rank after 

26 GLAVAŠ & GLAVIČIĆ 2019: 128
27 ČAČE 1982; CHAPMAN et al. 1996: 73-80.
28 GLAVAŠ 2018: 19-20; MILOTIĆ 2019: 915-916
29 WILKES 1969: 258. See GLAVAŠ 2018: 19-21 for a detailed discussion; GLAVAŠ & GLAVIČIĆ 

2019: 129, 132 with earlier bibliography.
30 FABER 1963-65; 1986/1987; ZELIĆ 1993; LIPOVAC 1991; UGARKOVIĆ & R. STARAC 

2022.
31 BLEČIĆ KAVUR 2015.
32 ANDROIĆ GRAČANIN et al. 2020.
33 LIPOVAC VRKLJAN et al. 2014: 205-206 with earlier bibliography.
34 CHAPMAN et al. 1996: 262-263.
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35 A. STARAC 2000: 29-31; TURKOVIĆ & BASIĆ 2013: 42.
36 Lastly in MILIVOJEVIĆ 2021: 252-255; VITELLI CASELLA 2021: 155-261, both with ample 

previous bibliography; on Liburnia’s distinct developmental trajectory, see BASIĆ 2017: 316.
37 GLAVIČIĆ 2009.
38 For meaning of the term “villa”, see the recent ROTHE 2018; for the most recent survey results 

on Rab, see WELC et al. 2019; see also KONESTRA et al. 2021.
39 For a definition of Roman rural or rustic settlements, see most recently in ZAMBONI 2022: 

227 and the earlier bibliography therein at n. 3.
40 KURILIĆ & OŠTARIĆ 2013.
41 LIPOVAC VRKLJAN & KONESTRA 2018a, with earlier bibliography; LIPOVAC VRKLJAN 

et al. forthcoming.
42 R. STARAC 2019.

the assignment of certain benefits, such as ius Latii or immunity.35 Debate on the 
reasons, modes and significance of these benefits and the subsequent elevation of 
northern Liburnian communities to municipal rank is still ongoing,36 hindering a 
full understanding of the organisation of estates and the influx of Italic settlers. As 
mentioned before, the pre-Roman territorial organization in some of these centres 
undoubtedly continued into the early Imperial period, and the role of the local elite 
within urban government37 further backs the idea of at least partial continuity of 
social structures and organisation.

Recent territorial surveys on the island of Rab made it possible to recognise 
the vibrant rural settlement of the island’s fields (Kamporsko, Mundanijsko, Su-
petarsko, and Loparsko polje) and coastal belt, seemingly dotted with residential-
productive sites tentatively identifiable as “villae”,38 farms and attached or isolated 
productive facilities,39 such as, e.g., pottery kilns. Research into other areas in 
the Kvarner region indicates the same dense habitation pattern in rural areas and 
exploitation of available resources, e.g., the island of Pag,40 the Vinodol valley41 
or Baška and its hinterland.42 Unfortunately, the scarcity of rural stratigraphic 
contexts pertaining to the 1st century CE hampers our understanding of the times 
and modes for the establishment of the various complexes recognised within the 
countryside of northern Liburnia, though several case studies indicate that inter-
disciplinary approaches might also shed some light on this aspect, engendering a 
better understanding of specific areas at the very least.

The best chronological evidence has so far been gathered at Crikvenica, where 
an early Roman pottery workshop was excavated yielding a large segment of 
the production facilities and more than 50 tons of ceramic material, including 
several amphorae types, ceramic building materials and pottery. Tile stamps 
mentioning both the type of estate – a saltus – and its owner – Sextus M(e/u)
tillius Maximus – are the only direct evidence in the region of a private estate, its 
typology and ownership. Attire and numismatic finds, imported pottery and 14C 
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dates place the establishment of the figlina in the Augustan-Tiberian era.43 Early 
large-scale landed acquisition by a north-Italian entrepreneur,44 accompanied by 
the establishment of agricultural and pottery production, can thus be inferred, 
while a survey of the wider Vinodol valley indicates that the saltus of Sextus 
may have been located there.45 Other sites also yielded evidence of foreign, Italic, 
ownership of rural estates in the region. A significant find is a sepulchral monu-
ment from the island of Ilovik46 that mentions a certain Cornelius, magistrate in 
Aquileia, whose link to the large settlement on the nearby island of Sveti Petar 
has been proposed.47 The importance of the Ilovik-Sveti Petar archipelago to 
navigation and trade in the region is notorious,48 thus the presence there of an 
important figure from early imperial Aquileia (either as an owner or in some 
other capacity) further supports such claims. A recently discovered inscription 
at Martinšćica on the island of Cres pertaining to a dedication to Diana by a 
certain P(ublius) Cluentiu[s] / L(uci) f(ilius) A[…],49 further links persons from 
northern Italy to landed estates in Kvarner, as here too a rural settlement existed 
in early Roman times.50 The most emblematic case is, however, that of the large 
estate identified at Caska on the island of Pag,51 where votive monuments link 
the estate to the Calpurnii Pisones,52 while finds of food processing and possibly 
pottery production indicate that here too a residential and productive complex 
existed since at least the 1st century CE, if not earlier.53 The early Roman pres-
ence in extra-urban areas has been detected in Jadranovo-Lokvišća as well, but 
not in relation to the later architectonic complex identified in the bay as well. 
Here, evidence of black gloss pottery, Esquillino and radial type lamps, and nu-
mismatic finds datable to the 2nd-1st century BCE indicate very early settlement 
of the area, though the modes and functions have yet to be determined.54 The 

43 BLEČIĆ KAVUR 2022; ILKIĆ 2018; LIPOVAC VRKLJAN & KONESTRA 2018a; OŽANIĆ 
ROGULJIĆ 2011.

44 PIETRUSZKA & WYPIJEWSKI 2016.
45 LIPOVAC VRKLJAN & KONESTRA 2018a.
46 Transliterated: [─────] / C(aio) Co[r]nelio / h(oc) [m(onumentum)] f(ecit) / Aqui[lei]ae / 

aed(ili) [IIII] vir(o) (KURILIĆ & SERVENTI 2014 (2015)).
47 BULLY & ČAUŠEVIĆ-BULLY 2012; KURLIĆ & SERVENTI 2014(2015).
48 BULLY & ČAUŠEVIĆ-BULLY 2012; SERVENTI 2012.
49 Transliterated: P(ublius) Cluentiu[s] / L(uci) f(ilius) A[…] / Dia[nae ?] / u(otum) s(oluit) l(ibens) 

m(erito) [… uac. ?] (ČAUŠEVIĆ-BULLY et al. 2021b).
50 ČAUŠEVIĆ-BULLY et al. 2021b.
51 KURILIĆ 2011; RADIĆ ROSSI & BOETTO 2020. Last overview in GRISONIC & STEPAN 

2022: 77-78 with earlier bibliography.
52 KURLIĆ 1994; 2004; A. STARAC 2000: 83.
53 GRISONIC 2017; LIPOVAC VRKLJAN & KONESTRA 2018a; KONESTRA et al. 2021; 

GRISONIC & STEPAN 2022.
54 R. STARAC 2002; KONESTRA 2015; BORZIĆ et al. 2022 with earlier bibliography.
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necropolis on Cape Rtac,55 which encloses Lokvišća Bay from south is evidence 
of early Imperial occupation.

A case study encompassing the island of Rab and dealing with funerary evi-
dence (both archaeological and epigraphic) has shown that rural necropolises can 
be used as indicators for the location and chronology of both sites, and moreover 
shed light on several social features.56 In fact, in numerous instances, 1st century 
CE sepulchral monuments are the sole evidence of settlement on the island’s fields 
and coastal belt, and when combined with data from systematic reconnaissance 
or excavation, they form complementary datasets useful to determine ownership, 
chronology, and possibly suggest economic status. It has thus been shown that at 
least since the late 1st century CE the rural landscape on the islands was divided 
between estates in all probability belonging to both local elites (i.e. the Baebii) and 
Italic immigrants (e.g. the Remii) (Fig. 3b).57 Regionally, the persons mentioned 
on inscriptions recovered at rural sites can be connected to the functioning of an 
estate in only a few cases58: a supposed procurator from Crikvenica,59 a person of 
supposedly servile status from Banjol on the island of Rab,60 and several others 
from Caska,61 clearly members of the estate’s staff as their functions of villicus 
and dispensator would suggest.

Although only very few Roman rural complexes in the region are being system-
atically excavated, some data on their setting, layout and productive infrastructure 
is available, allowing for a cursory overview. Firstly, the location of rural residential 
and productive settlements can be assessed, as the aforementioned surveys indicate 
that both (peri-)coastal and inland areas were densely settled. On both the coast and 
the islands, maritime and coastal complexes (“villae”) developed early on, often 
on promontories or directly on the seashore, valuing thus not only communica-
tion possibilities and harvesting of the sea, but in all likelihood the scenic features 
of these locations as well.62 A few such sites have been investigated to various 
degrees on the island of Rab. There, at Kaštelina in Kampor and Zidine in Lopar 

55 R. STARAC 2002: 194.
56 KONESTRA et al. 2021.
57 KONESTRA et al. 2021 with earlier bibliography; KONESTRA & CAMBI 2020-2021; for a 

Liburnia-wide ratio see most recently in KURILIĆ & SERVENTI 2015: 17, fig. 2.
58 See, e.g., MATIJAŠIĆ 1995 for Roman Histria.
59 Transliterated: L(ucio) Ficilio Proclino / proc(uratori?) qui vixit / ann(os) L m(enses) XI d(ies) 

/ XVIIII Postumia / Vitalis mar(ito) fec(it) (EDH online, HD061226). LIPOVAC VRKLJAN 
& KONESTRA 2018a: 24; see also MATIJAŠIĆ 1995: 172-173.

60 Transliterated: Proculo / C(ai) I(uli) Valenti[s] (servo), ann(orum) XX, / op(timo?), Proietica (vel 
Protica) ma[te]r f(ilio) pientiss(imo?) / [...?] (LAZINICA & MARŠIĆ 2017: 193). KONESTRA 
et al. 2021: 404.

61 KURILIĆ & SERVENTI 2018a: 767.
62 MARZANO 2018: 126-127, 136.
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a terraced solution for the layout of the complexes can be envisaged thanks to the 
presence of possible cryptoporticos and/or basis villae substructure solutions63 
(Fig. 2/1). Similarly, part of the complex in Caska on the island of Pag was also 
arranged on a slope descending toward the sea, as well-preserved terracing walls 
seem to suggest.64 Elsewhere, such as at Artić in Barbat (island of Rab), Njivice 
(island of Krk),65 and Sveti Petar near Ilovik,66 the architecture was arranged on 
lower grounds near the shore, today thus being partly submerged due to sea level 
change.67 Njivice and Artić provide data on some aspects of the residential sector 
of the sites, including hypocaust floors possibly connected to small thermae or 
heated rooms (Fig. 2/2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4).

Figure 2. Layout of rural complexes: 1. Lopar-Zidine (drawing and measurement: A. 
Konestra, P. Androić Gračanin); 2. Njivice-Poje (not to scale, courtesy of G. Skelac, 

Geoarheo d.o.o.)

63 See lastly in JURKOVIĆ & TURKOVIĆ 2019; KONESTRA et al. 2021: 163-164.
64 KURILIĆ 2011: Sl. 2; RADIĆ ROSSI & BOETTO 2020: 5, Fig. 4d.
65 ČAUŠEVIĆ-BULLY 2007; VODIČKA MIHOLJEK 2015.
66 ČAUŠEVIĆ-BULLY & BULLY 2012.
67 E.g. RADIĆ ROSSI 2017: 558-559.
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 Figure 3. Barbat-Artić: a. general layout of coastal and submerged features; b. de-
tailed plan of visible architecture (drawing, orthophoto and measurement: A. Konestra, 
P. Androić Gračanin); c: aerial image of undersea remains of docking features (photo: 

Novena d.o.o.)

 Figure 4. Hypocaust at Njivice-Poje (courtesy of G. Skelac, Geoarheo d.o.o.)

On the other hand, on the island of Rab a network of Roman sites was located 
away from the coast, usually on the peripheries of fertile fields or on elevated posi-
tions on them. In Kampor field they are located under the northern hillslopes and 
probably in the vicinity of the Franciscan St. Bernardine of Siena Monastery,68 while 

68 KONESTRA & CAMBI 2020-2021: 366-372.
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clusters of evidence are present in the area of Banjol and Supetarska Draga, often 
in relation to water sources (Fig. 5a).69 Similar instances of rural sites have been 
ascertained on Lopar filed as well. As none have been systematically excavated 
and only some have undergone geophysical surveys, their layout and dimensions 
remain largely unknown, though movable finds do point to the long continuity of 
use of most, and to the presence of productive or storage features (such as vats, 
dolia, etc).70 It is thus difficult to say whether they should be defined as farms, or 
should be linked to larger estates with complex internal organisation.

 Figure 5. a – Ascertained Roman sites on the island of Rab; b – Location of sepul-
chral finds and transliteration of sepulchral monuments from rural areas on the island 
of Rab (author: A. Konestra; source: Archaeological topography of Rab Island project 

GIS)

Similar instances have been recorded on the adjacent islands of Krk and Pag 
as well. The case of Baška and its valley (Bašćanska draga) on Krk is particularly 
telling. There, at Jurandvor, one such complex was partially excavated, located 
beneath the later Church and Monastery of St. Lucy, and provisionally dated to 
late antiquity, although evidence of early Roman settlement is also present in the 
vicinity71 (Fig. 6/1). 

69 KONESTRA et al. 2021: Fig. 2.
70 KONESTRA et al. 2017: 104-105; 2021: Fig. 2; WELC & KONESTRA forthcoming.
71 R. STARAC 2019: 60-62.
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 Figure 6: 1. Jurandvor-St. Lucy (elaborated after: R. STARAC 2019); 2. Pressing 
installations and dolia defossa at Caska (drawing: V. Pellegrino, from GRISONIC & 

STEPAN 2022: Fig. 3)

The structures encompass an area of roughly 30x40 m, with a sector consisting 
of rooms of varying dimensions around an enclosed courtyard, and other sectors 
extending eastward (under today’s church) and southward. But settlement in the 
area was far more complex, as Roman settlement nuclei can be followed from the 
coastal area of Baška, where sporadic finds and an excavated necropolis testify 
to a possibly larger settlement,72 and throughout the valley,73 often in association 
with late antique (or later) churches, such as in the cases of Mire74 and Sveti Ju-
raj.75 Such a situation is difficult to interpret, for it may indicate sparse settlement, 
as in the case of several smaller landholdings or tenant farms, but also a large 
estate with several residential-productive units, or even be indicative of a more 
nuclear settlement typology, such as a vicus (see below). Similarly, in the areas 
of Caska and Kolan on the island of Pag, a series of zones with a concentration 
of Roman finds76 might signal such a complex settlement organisation. By way 
of analogy, numerous sites in the hinterland of Crikvenica and at nearby Selce 
might be indicative of the extent of the estate (saltus) of Sextus M(e/u)tillius 
Maximus, although at this point it is difficult to ascertain their relationship.77 
In fact, as elsewhere on the eastern Adriatic,78 excavations in the region usually 
tackled the most prominent architectural remains at a site (what might be called 

72 BEKIĆ & VIŠNJIĆ 2008; MAROHNIĆ 2014; R. STARAC 2019: 26.
73 RENDIĆ-MIOČEVIĆ 2004: 199-200.
74 Lastly in R. STARAC 2021.
75 R. STARAC 2019: 25-31.
76 KURILIĆ & OŠTARIĆ 2013: 215-277.
77 LIPOVAC VRKLJAN & KONESTRA 2018a.
78 E.g., see various examples in MATIJAŠIĆ 1998; BEGOVIĆ & SCHRUNK 2001; 2002.
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the “villa” building or a subsequent church), while adjacent zones remain unex-
plored, hindering a full understanding of the actual extent of the settled area. An 
exception is the settlement in Podšilo Bay in Lopar on the island of Rab, where 
several buildings have been identified thanks to geophysical prospecting in this 
shallow bay’s hinterland (Fig. 7). 

 Figure 7. Organisation of the settlement at Podšilo Bay, Lopar, island of Rab (Authors: 
A. Konestra; F. Welc; base map: DOF DGU)

A large complex on its northern slope and smaller and/or poorly preserved build-
ings on the southern and western slopes79 indicate a complex settlement organisa-
tion, along which a detached pottery production facility80 was identified on the 
bay’s northern shores. While the chronology of the individual architectonic units 
has yet to be more precisely defined, the large northern complex (Complex 1), with 
rooms and corridors developing around what would seem to be a central courtyard 
and the smaller square building excavated on the southern slope (Complex 2) do 
point to contemporary, late antique phases of use, perhaps as the main residential 
and productive building and an ancillary storage/economic unit.81 Nevertheless, 

79 WELC et al. 2017; 2019; WELC 2018.
80 LIPOVAC VRKLJAN & ŠILJEG 2012.
81 WELC et al. 2019; KONESTRA et al. 2020: 233-237.
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early habitation of the site has been ascertained by material culture finds.82 Simi-
larly, structures detected remotely in the hinterland of the complex on Cape Zidine 
(Lopar), may suggest that this settlement also had a more complex organisation.83

Regardless of the paucity of data provided by the few more extensively ex-
cavated sites, information on the earliest organisation of productive activities at 
rural sites in the region can be derived from an analysis of products and infra-
structure connected to certain aspects of their economy. The emblematic case of 
Crikvenica’s pottery workshop thus helps to understand many of these aspects, 
firstly thanks to the aforementioned tile stamps (see above), but also to the array 
of amphorae produced at the site, and recognised as containers for wine, olive oil 
and fish products.84 Products of the figlina include loom weights as well,85 pos-
sibly indicating if not a regional, then at least textile production on the estate and 
perhaps the associated sheep husbandry. Moreover, road infrastructure and the 
possible adjacency of a favourable marine berth,86 as well as the regionally wide 
distribution of products, speak in favour of market-oriented production on the wider 
estate. Docking facilities were identified at Artić near Barbat (Rab)87 and Caska 
(Pag), the latter possibly also devoted to commercialisation of estate products.88

Elsewhere, with the exception of Caska, where a pressing installation was un-
earthed (Fig. 6/2),89 food processing can for now be only presumed on the basis 
of meagre data. Stone fragments belonging to parts of possible Roman presses or 
molae were identified at St. Martin, St. Fusca and Krk on the island of Krk, while 
remains such as spicatum floors or small vats (identified near Tarsatica, at Selce, 
Podšilo Bay on Rab, and perhaps under the Church of St. George at Mala Krasa, 
Fig. 9, 11) might be connected to productive spaces. A structure discovered at 
Njivice-Poje is enigmatic: it is a circular enclosure interpreted as a portico/court-
yard, but its size, location and structure suggest its use as a threshing floor90 (Fig. 
2/2). Other reliable data for food production is scant, though fish farming troughs, 
and especially salt pans identified in the region, may have been established as 
early as Roman times.91 Similarly, a recently identified trapezoidal structure on 

82 The materials stem from 2022 excavation campaign and are still being analysed.
83 KONESTRA et al. 2021 with earlier bibliography.
84 LIPOVAC VRKLJAN & KONESTRA 2018a: 21-23.
85 OŽANIĆ ROGULJIĆ 2019.
86 KONESTRA et al. 2022.
87 LIPOVAC VRKLJAN et al. 2016.
88 RADIĆ ROSSI & BOETTO 2020; GRISONIC & STEPAN 2022.
89 SKELAC 2006; 2007; LIPOVAC VRKLJAN & KONESTRA 2018a; GRISONIC & STEPAN 

2022: 77-80.
90 VODIČKA MIHOLJEK 2015; for analogies in Dalmatia see GWIRTZMAN et al. 2019: 47-51.
91 GRISONIC 2022.
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the Fruga plateau on Rab might be connected to sheep husbandry and possibly 
dated to the Roman era thanks mainly to tegulae finds.92

The changing face of northern Liburnia from the mid-Roman period  
into late antiquity

A somewhat “dark” period of rural settlement in the region spanned from the 
late 2nd to the 4th century, when available data fail to provide sufficient information 
on the evolution of identified settlements, mainly due to inadequate publication of 
stratigraphic assemblages.93 In fact, regionally limited stratigraphic data impedes 
a more detailed understanding of structural changes, abandonment phases and 
possible reuse at most rural sites, i.e., diachronic sequencing built on a robust 
chronological, material culture-based framework is still lacking.

Changes in the economy of adjacent regions, chiefly northern Adriatic Italy,94 
where wine and olive oil production seem to have severely diminished from 
the mid-2nd century onward, changes noted in various other aspects, including 
settlement patterns,95 would suggest that we could expect a similar scenario in 
northern Liburnia as well.

From the mid-2nd century onward, the role of northern Liburnia within the 
north-eastern defence system of Italy became more relevant. Tarastica and its 
territory, firstly inserted in the Praetentura Italiae et Alpium, were then part of 
a short-lived procuratorial province established in the late 2nd century,96 while as 
of the mid-3rd/4th century,97 the town played a vital role in the Claustra Alpium 
Iuliarium (CAI). It was not only the seat of a garrison but also the main port sup-
plying the network of forts and fortifications being erected in its hinterland.98 This 

92 For analogical structures interpreted in relation to husbandry, see BADAN et al. 1995.
93 For a similar situation elsewhere in Dalmatia, see GRAČANIN 2015b, especially p. 85-86.
94 While considering the numerous differences (be it political, organisational, etc), the area can 

be seen as analogous due to similar economic developments and strong reciprocal connections. 
Also, research into rural sites there has a long tradition and ample analogous examples to draw 
from (e.g. various contributions in Antichità Altoadriatiche XXVI, 1985; BUSANA 2002; 
MATIJAŠIĆ 1998; BULIĆ & MATIJAŠIĆ 2014; ZGRABLIĆ & BULIĆ 2017; ZAMBONI 
2022).

95 For an overview see MARZANO 2021: 506, 512, 515; see also BROGIOLO 1996; CASTRO-
RAO BARBA 2014; GREY 2016. For the eastern Adriatic in general BEGOVIĆ & SCHRUNK 
2001.

96 SUIĆ 1955; MEDINI 1980; most recently TURKOVIĆ & BASIĆ 2013: 41; BASIĆ 2017; 
VITELLI CASELLA 2021: 143-156.

97 For debates on the dating of the system, which most authors agree was constructed over a longer 
period of time see TURKOVIĆ & BASIĆ 2013: 44, n. 40; KOS 2014; VIŠNJIĆ 2019: 58-65. 

98 TURKOVIĆ & BASIĆ 2013: 44; KUSETIČ 2014a: 34-35; VIŠNJIĆ 2019a; 2019b; VITELLI 
CASELLA 2021: 146, all with earlier bibliography.
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newly developed border zone character of the wider area99 must have influenced 
not only incoming, but also outgoing trade, possibly bringing a new impetus to 
the regional economy. The outcome of this novel geopolitical situation is visible 
through architectural evidence within urban and peri-urban areas, and might be 
related to changing economic factors in the vicinity of the CAI. Munificence, 
defensive wall construction and similar public endeavours can be seen at several 
towns in the region over a longer period beginning in roughly the 3rd century (e.g., 
Arba, Tarsatica, Senia),100 while the degree to which these changes were reflected 
in rural areas remains poorly understood, though a certain degree of interconnect-
edness might be suggested on the basis of recent survey data.101

In rural areas some changes can be detected as early as the mid-2nd century, 
when pottery production at Crikvenica apparently ceased,102 though whether this 
indicates major changes within the wider estate is still poorly understood, but a 
cessation of intensive food production and/or its massive commercialisation are 
evident. Several possibilities might explain such an occurrence, most notably a 
drastic change in produced goods or a change in the nature of the estate.103 The 
site of the figlina was then repurposed as a small (?) necropolis dated to the late 
3rd-4th century,104 and sporadic frequenting of the area is attested by numismatic 
finds,105 though no permanent structures could be ascertained. Contrary to that, 
on the basis of still scarce ceramic and numismatic evidence, it would appear that 
the site in Podšilo Bay (Rab) was first established no later than the onset of the 2nd 
century, while production of ceramic building materials apparently commenced 
later (late 3rd-4th c.),106 when major architectural works seem to have occurred at 
several areas at the site, especially at what was identified as the main residential 
building.107 It remains possible that part of the produced ceramics were com-
mercialised. Other rural complexes, as proven in other parts of Dalmatia,108 seem 

99 LIPOVAC VRKLJAN et al. forthcoming. See also ŠAŠEL 1970 (1992): 733.
100 CIL III 10054; CAMBI 1998: 56-57; TURKOVIĆ & BASIĆ 2013: 45; VIŠNJIĆ 2019a: 57-58. 
101 LIPOVAC VRKLJAN et al. 2017. See also ZAMBONI 2022: 227.
102 For chronology see bibliography at note 42. Comparatively for Istria see BEGOVIĆ & 

SCHRUNK 2001: 159-160.
103 See for e.g. MARZANO 2021: 524 with earlier bibliography.
104 OŽANIĆ ROGULJIĆ & KONESTRA 2016.
105 ILKIĆ 2018.
106 LIPOVAC VRJKLJAN & ŠILJEG 2012.
107 KONESTRA et al. 2020: 233-237.
108 ZEMAN 2014: 40. According to certain scholars, in Dalmatia the period of the 4th-5th centuries, 

i.e., from the reign of Diocletian onward, is one of large villas - praetoria, and not rustic villas 
(e.g., TURKOVIĆ & MARAKOVIĆ 2012: 63), though in northern Liburnia no such site has 
so far been identified. For praetoria see lastly in CASTRORAO BARBA 2020: 108-109 with 
bibliography therein.
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to have been erected or more substantially renovated in the same time frame: 
Jadranovo-Lokvišća on the coast,109 Jurandvor,110 Sveti Krševan111 and Cickini112 
on the island of Krk, and Caska113 on the island of Pag.

Perhaps the most drastic and monumental change that impacted rural areas from 
the late 4th/5th century onward is the formation of a network of early Christian 
churches.114 Often placed within earlier or in some cases perhaps contemporary 
residential-productive complexes, on their outskirts or near communication 
routes,115 their location points to a renewed investment in the countryside, but also 
to the level of rural settlement, clearly still populous and vibrant.116 Some of them, 
furnished with a baptistery or those with a funerary function, were clearly erected 
as focal points of a larger settlement or wider area, on some occasions financed 
by their own inhabitants.117 Unique evidence is provided by the inscriptions on 
the mosaic pavement of the basilica at Mire near Baška (late 4th-5th c.), where the 
names of the members of several families (12 cornices are preserved)118 point to 
a communal investment in the erection and furnishing of the church.119 The latter 

109 R. STARAC 2002.
110 R. STARAC 2019: 60-61.
111 JANEŠ 2015.
112 R. STARAC 2022.
113 KURILIĆ 2011. 
114 For Krk: BARAKA PERICA 2013: 129-135; Rab: JURKOVIĆ 2019 with earlier bibliography. 

For a regional overview, see ČAUŠEVIĆ-BULLY & BULLY 2020 with earlier bibliography. 
For other areas, see LEWIT 2003: 271; BOWES & GUTTERIDGE 2005; BOWES 2018.

115 MIGOTTI 1994/95: 118-120; R. STARAC 2000: 231; BARAKA PERICA 2013: 141, 157-158; 
for other areas, see BROGIOLO & CHAVARRIA ARNAU 2018: 186-187.

116 MATIJAŠIĆ 2012: 157-158, see also LEWIT 2003; ZGRABLIĆ & BULIĆ 2017: 61.
117 They could be defined as “pre-parishes”, see in BARAKA PERICA 2013: 156-157. 
118 Transliteration: Saprilla / apsida(m) c/um secr/ [e]taria f(e)c(it) (in the presbytery area)
  Procli/ [n]us cum / [sui]s fecit.
  F[lo]ren/tius et / Victori/na fec(e)r(unt.
  V[it]alis /cum su/is fe[ci]t.
  [-----]/anus e[t] / Venan/tia f(e)c(e)r(un)[t].
  Marcia/nus et Ti/tisenia / et Sidoni/us f(e)c(e)r(un)[t].
  C[le]men/s cum su/is fecit.
  Pancra(tius) / et Proc/la c[um] / suis f(e)c(e)r(unt).
  Verecun---/ et Victura / [cu]m suis [fece]runt.
  Alexan/der et Iu/lia cum suis f(e)c(e)r(un)t.
  [--]ianus / [e]t Genero/[s]a cum / [s]uis f(e)c(e)r(un)t.
  Sarma/ [---]a / [---] [s]uis f(ecit).
  [---]vodiv / [---] (lastly in R. STARAC 2021: 164, 169)
119 KURILIĆ & SERVENTI 2016; R. STARAC 2021. Saprilla’s inscription clearly states that the 

structure (or at least some parts thereof) was erected and not only decorated thanks to private 
investment.
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evidence might also indicate that rural settlement is here organised in a radically 
different way than before, that is, we may read it as evidence of a vicus or as the 
emergence of a village type of habitation,120 with single family habitation units. 
At this point, though, the way in which such settlement may be related to forms 
of land ownership in the region is still unclear, though certain architectural traits 
might shed some light on the matter. In fact, on other occasions, the church building 
seems to be in direct contact with a clearly residential building121 of late antiquity, 
as in Cickini (island of Krk)122 and probably Martinšćica (island of Cres). In the 
first case, a square, probably multi-story building was explored in close proximity 
to a church with baptistery123 (Fig. 8), the latter erected on the faint remains of an 
earlier architecture, present in the site’s environs as well. 

 Figure 8. Aerial image of Cickini site (photo: S. Ilić, courtesy of PPMHP Rijeka)

The ground floor comprises a large hallway flanked by smaller rooms, leading 
to a centrally positioned room furnished with an apse. The presence of a possibly 
later added apse was ascertained within the still unexplored residential complex 
at Martinšćica as well.124 Such solutions stem from the urban architecture of the 

120 E. g. BOWES & GUTTERIDGE 2005: 410-413; BROGIOLO & CHAVARRIA ARNAU 2018: 
187.

121 SFAMENI 2012: 53-54.
122 The complex endured, with renovations, from the 5th to 7th c., R. STARAC 2022: 140.
123 Lastly in R. STARAC 2022 with earlier bibliography.
124 ČAUŠEVIĆ-BULLY et al. 2021a.
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4th century, serving the function of receiving guests (banqueting and audiences) 
and to fulfil the strategy of self-representation by the late Roman elites.125 This 
feature might then be indicative of a renewed interest by the elites (possessores) 
in residing in rural areas and signal the existence of large landed possessions 
characterised by a central more or less luxurious building and a series of detached 
habitation nuclei, often at a certain distance, as identified in other regions during 
the 4th and 5th centuries.126 Regionally, still lacking a clear and precise chronology, 
such aspects should be better investigated in the future, just as more light should be 
shed on the relationship of these residential complexes with adjacent churches.127 
On the other hand, in several cases the churches were erected directly on earlier 
structures, as in the case of two churches in the environs of Punat, on Krk, i.e., 
St. Peter at Kanajt and St. George-Mala Krasa (Fig. 9).128

Figure 9. Layout of the various building phases detected at the sites of St. George-Mala 
Krasa and St. Peter-Kanajt near Punat (Krk Island) (elaboration on the bases of R. 

STARAC 2004: fig. 1, 3)

Evidence of sepulchral practices in the environs of rural settlements, or within 
them, and in connection to with Early Christian churches, is another indicator 

125 SFAMENI 2012: 54; ZEMAN 2014: 39; MARANO 2016: 111-117.
126 E. g. SFAMENI 2012: 54-55; BRIGOIOLO & CHAVVARIA ARNAU 2018: 185. The famous 

epistle of St. Jerome mentioning his “villula” (Ep. LXVI dated to 397 CE), if his estate was 
actually located in Liburnia, might be the only historic reference to late antique rural residences, 
their management and possessores in the region (SUIĆ 1986: 236–237; see lastly in DOMIĆ 
KUNIĆ 2021 with extensive previous bibliography).

127 E.g. BOWES & GUTTERIDGE 2005: 413; SFAMENI 2012: 60-61; ZEMAN 2014: 40; CAS-
TRORAO BARBA 2014: 277-281, n. 31with earlier bibliography. 

128 R. STARAC 2004.
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of the continued occupation of rural areas.129 However, interment inside earlier 
productive or inhabited areas was ascertained only in two cases: at Crikvenica 
(see above) and Caska,130 both related to infant/child burials. Reuse of residential-
productive areas for burial seems to be regionally rare, and is usually marked by 
single burials.131 The graves made of “bricks” at Njivice-Poje could be added, 
though data is too meagre to ascertain a precise location, typology and chronol-
ogy.132 On the other hand, at certain sites, such as Baška-St. Mark133 and Jadranovo-
Lokvišća,134 the continuation of earlier necropolises has been ascertained at least 
within the 4th century. One tomb with multiple, mostly child interments dated to 
the 4th-early 5th century was recently excavated at Pudarica on the island of Rab; 
it was clearly part of a wider burial ground, and might suggest the existence of 
dedicated burial areas, perhaps with sectors for children, located on the outskirts 
of rural settlements.135 The shift to interments inside (usually the vestibule) or in 
immediate vicinity of Early Christian churches136 seems to have been regionally 
typical. Expensive interment solutions (such as sarcophaguses), speak in favour 
of elite burials in connection to some of the identified churches (e.g., Mire near 
Baška on Krk, Church of St. Stephen in Barbat and perhaps Lopar on Rab, island 
of Sveti Petar near Ilovik),137 though several burial typologies have been identi-
fied (stone-built, vaulted, simple pits, etc),138 rendering identification of social 
differentiation more complex. Data derived from sarcophaguses typology and 
other finds might indicate a rather late, later 5th-6th century, occurrence of such a 
practice which seemingly lasted into the 7th century,139 though data does not suf-
fice to define this as a trend.

129 BARAKA PERICA 2013: 157; KONESTRA et al. 2017: 105-107; 2021.
130 KURILIĆ 2011.
131 KURILIĆ & SERVENTI 2018b: 460.
132 BOLONIĆ & ŽIC ROKOV 1977: 443. In any case, an earlier (at least early medieval) phase 

is presumed for the nearby Church of St. Mary.
133 BEKIĆ & VIŠNJIĆ 2008: 236.
134 R. STARAC 2002: 198.
135 KONESTRA et al. 2021: 397-399, with earlier bibliography.
136 See KURILIĆ & SERVENTI 2018b: Map 2, 461, for maps and lists of late antique burials in 

the region.
137 BULLY & ČAUŠEVIĆ-BULLY 2012; BARAKA PERICA 2018: Fig. 1, 409-410; JURKOVIĆ 

2019; KONESTRA et al. 2021: 405; R. STARAC 2021: 169. Fragments of sarcophaguses have 
been found at Jadranovo-Lokvišća as well, though a church has not yet been identified there 
(R. STARAC 2002: 198).

138 KURILIĆ & SERVENTI 2018b.
139 E. g. Mala Krasa-St. George on Krk (R. STARAC 2004: 231), St. Lawrence-Banjol (BROGIOLO 

et al. 2017) on Rab. For sarcophaguses, see most recently BARAKA PERICA 2018, especially 
p. 403.
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Figure 10. a. Aerial image of Jadranovo-Lokvišća site with main archaeological zones 
marked (photo: A. Konestra); b. Layout of the late antique complex at Jadranovo-Lo-

kvišća (elaborated after: R. STARAC 2002 and later plan courtesy of MGC) 

The already mentioned militarisation of the region seems to have continued 
under Ostrogoth and Byzantine rule in the form of a more pronounced fortress 
construction140 which strongly altered the region’s landscape, while the only in-
stance of a “fortified” rural complex might be that of Jadranovo-Lokvišća (Fig. 
10).141 As opposed to the situation in neighbouring Istria, where a good number 
of historic sources informs us on both the economy of the region during Ostro-
goth rule and the subsequent changes after the establishment of the Exarchate at 
Ravenna,142 sources for Kvarner are scant. Apart from data testifying to it being 
administratively isolated from the wider Liburnian territory as the short-lived entity 
of Liburnia Tarsaticensis,143 and to the existence of a commes insulae Curictanae 
and Celsinae (as reported by Cassiodorus in Variae),144 historiography provides 
very little data for the Ostrogoth period145 or later.146 Of particular interest here 
is a possible reference to Kvarner contained in the letter by Cassiodorus, Pro-
vincialibus Histriae Senator PPO (12.22), dated to 537/538, which praises the 
islands and their maritime utility, as well as their fertility.147 Nevertheless, more 

140 GOLDSTEIN 2005: 27; DŽINO 2010: 79; MATIJAŠIĆ 2012: 228-229; TURKOVIĆ & BASIĆ 
2013: 58.

141 R. STARAC 2002. The layout speaks in favour of a structure with semi-towers, but their actual 
fortification function is doubtful, and might rather be linked to late antique palaces.

142 MATIJAŠIĆ 1988; NOVAK 2007; BILETA 2011; BRATOŽ 2016; most recently and extensively 
in GRAČANIN 2019.

143 MATIJAŠIĆ 2012: 176-177, 198; TURKOVIĆ & BASIĆ 2013.
144 GRAČANIN 2015a: 16, 22-24; ARNOLD 2016: 76.
145 For Dalmatia see GRAČANIN 2015a: 11, 46. 
146 On the nature of Byzantine sources, see GOLDSTEIN 1992: 12-13; see also GRAČANIN & 

KARTALIJA 2018.
147 See in GRAČANIN 2015a: 17-18, 50-51.
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or less contemporary data on rural settlement has recently been ascertained in the 
cases of Podšilo Bay, Jurandvor and Jadranovo-Lokvišća, possibly testifying to 
abandonment and re-use/re-settlement of dilapidated rural buildings. In the first 
case, a series of postholes has been ascertained both in the southern and northern 
complex; in the latter a small hearth laid above a no longer used mortar floor 
points to an at least partial habitation character of these reoccupations, while in 
the former a waste pit containing apparent kitchen discards might indicate the 
presence of an area for food preparation somewhere in the vicinity (Fig. 11). 

Figure 11. a - Trench 2 at Complex 1 in Podšilo Bay – earlier walls, postholes and 
hearth; b – Trench 1 at Complex 2 in Podšilo Bay – earlier walls, postholes and pit 

(Orthophotos: K. Rabiega)

The fact that such evidence was ascertained at both locations in Podšilo Bay 
speaks in favour of a multi-family (or multi-group) re-occupation of the site,148 
though its duration and character are still unclear. The analysis of finds point to a 
6th-7th century chronology of these features.149 Finds of iron slag indicate recycling 
and spoliation activities going on at the site,150 while the evidence for marine har-

148 E.g. BOWES & GUTTERIDGE 2005: 410.
149 NOWACKI et al. 2022.
150 KONESTRA et al., 2022.
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vesting activities (e.g., shells, lead fish-net weights) is extensive. At Jurandvor, 
along with traces of repair of the floors, a hearth found above an earlier floor and 
below the foundation of the later Benedictine monastery equally points to sub-
sequent habitation of the perhaps already ruined villa.151 A hearth built with the 
fragments of a sarcophagus was found inside the complex at Jadranovo-Lokvišća, 
but as its dating is uncertain, it might date to later periods.152 Whether such data 
could be linked to a population shift toward other sites or forms of habitation, 
a different use of a certain sector of an estate or indicate an overall social and 
economic shift153 has yet to be better understood. The aforementioned Ostrogoth 
sources, however, generally very occupied by the middle class possessores, chiefly 
as tax payers, would suggest that estate production as well as commerce were still 
well developed.154 Another common late antique phenomenon has been noted in 
the region, that is, the introduction of extra-urban and rural features in towns ‒ 
mainly necropolises and productive features.155 Such was the case of municipium 
Fulfinum on the island of Krk, where a late antique necropolis is located just a few 
dozen of meters from the forum, and a pressing installation (olive processing?) 
has been ascertained adjacent to a suburban residential complex with a substantial 
5th-6th century phase of use.156

Concluding remarks and future avenues of research

Though patchy, our knowledge of several aspects of extra-urban territo-
rial organisation, resource exploitation and settlement in northern Liburnia has 
grown substantially in recent years. So much so that diachronic development 
can now be proposed, certainly open to further fine tuning of and great insight 
into certain aspects. Moreover, the rural landscape can now be populated with 
actual actors involved in the development of landed estates and the establish-
ment of the earliest residential and productive complexes in the region. Most 
importantly, local pre-Roman elite families, now living alongside immigrants of 
diverse socio-political backgrounds, seem to have maintained their social roles 
and possibly their estates, whose actual nature we may now begin to understand. 
The paucity of historic sources does impede an understanding of legal matters, 
the conveyance of property and the social status of those involved in production, 

151 R. STARAC 2019: 61. The authors would like to thank Ranko Starac (PPMHP, Rijeka) for 
further information on this aspect.

152 R. STARAC 2002: 197.
153 E.g. WICKHAM 2005: 473-481; DŽINO 2017: 157; BOWES 2018: 461.
154 Generally in GRAČANIN 2015a: 51-57, 66; also MATIJAŠIĆ 2012: 171
155 For adjacent areas see e.g. MATIJAŠIĆ 2007; KOPAČKOVA 2020.
156 ČAUŠEVIĆ-BULLY 2014; ČAUŠEVIĆ-BULLY & BULLY 2015.
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though some hint of these aspects can now also be proposed. Perhaps the most 
important conclusion that can currently be drawn is that early urban development 
of the region’s municipia was accompanied by an equally early organisation of 
rural areas, the two functioning side-by-side and not in a strictly hierarchical 
relationship,157 and in which both locals and immigrants played an important 
role (Crikvenica, Caska, island of Rab).

For later periods, which see the transformation of earlier rural complexes along 
different trajectories dictated by major political, social and cultural changes158 
(e.g. the growing importance of the region in Italy’s defence system, changes 
in the Adriatic economic and trade systems, Christianity, etc), we can begin to 
recognise patterns detectable in adjacent areas as well.159 The demise of large-
scale production or its radical change seems to occur contemporarily as elsewhere 
along the Adriatic,160 perhaps indicative of more widespread socio-political or 
economic phenomena. The dispersed pattern of rural residences (“villas”), that 
is, estate centres161 and farms, seems to change with the onset of the 5th century; 
“centrality” is now provided by a church building often associated with new or 
refurbished rural residences, early forms of villages and fortified settlements.162 
Communal use can be recognised through the combination of functions that such 
churches often had along with cura animarum, that is, baptism and/or burial.163 
Evidence from Mire near Baška indicates very well how newly-developed local 
communities perceived and engaged with such sacral buildings.

The trajectories, modes and outcomes of the detected changes in settlement 
and productivity seem to be recognisable in a wider, Adriatic area, where they 
have been attributed to a series of factors, e.g., changes in the structure of land 
ownership, changing climate conditions, changes in trade networks or transport 
containers and many more.164 What seems to differ, compared to the general 
Western European situation dated to the mid-5th century,165 is perhaps the longer 
continuity of use of the “villa” as the residence of a possessores, while evidence 
of different modes of settlement, as those discerned at Podšilo and more tenta-
tively Jurandvor, see their onset not earlier than the 6th century. In any case, while 

157 ZAMBONI 2022: 227 with earlier bibliography.
158 E.g. BROGIOLO & CHAVARRIA ARNAU 2018: 179: CASTRORAO BARBA 2020: 294-295.
159 LEWIT 2003; CASTRORAO BARBA 2014: 262; 2020: 14-39.
160 MARZANO 2021: 514-515, 518.
161 As in WICKHAM 2005: 467. See also TURKOVIĆ & ZEMAN 2011: 19.
162 WICKHAM 2005: 469; BOWES 2018: 461, 463.
163 BOWES 2018: 463.
164 MARZANO 2021: 525-527.
165 BROGIOLO & CHAVVARIA ARNAU 2018: 179; BOWES 2018: 459-460, and earlier bibli-

ography at n. 49.
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these processes are beginning to be better understood in their materiality, a firm 
chronology is still far from being defined.

The nature of economic activities in the first centuries BCE can, at least in certain 
cases, be partly assessed (agriculture, animal husbandry and possibly fishing and 
other harvesting of marine life), while productive activities in the later phases of 
rural settlement still remain largely unknown. What seems certain is a lack of large 
productive facilities as those present earlier (e.g. the figlina at Crikvenica), thus 
a change in scale of production should be envisaged. Re-use and recycling as the 
last activities at former villa sites may be proposed mainly based on the evidence 
from Podšilo Bay.166 On the other hand, scanty historic sources may testify to 
agriculture as a still vital branch of the rural economy well into late antiquity.167

While leaving many open questions, the case studies examined herein have 
shown that a micro-regional approach to the history of extra-urban areas can 
shed light on specific occurrences and trajectories, which often do find parallels 
elsewhere, but whose explanations cannot be readily transferred without the pit-
falls of over simplification.168 Thus, further publications of stratigraphic contexts 
along with growing attention to material culture studies will certainly illustrate 
with much greater nuance the evidence herein of the evolution of rural settlement 
processes in northern Liburnia.
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Ana Konestra, Goranka Lipovac Vrkljan, Fabian Welc - Rural Landscapes of Roman...

Ruralni krajolici rimske (sjeverne) Liburnije: dijakronijski razvoj 
organizacije i gospodarstva u izvangradskim područjima u svjetlu 

novijih arheoloških istraživanja

Pristupajući sjeverozapadnom dijelu provincije Dalmacije, odnosno sjevernoj 
Liburniji, kroz suvremene metode interpretacije (rimskih) krajolika, u radu se 
raspravlja o formiranju, organizaciji i evoluciji izvangradskih naselja i njihovoj 
ekonomiji. U tu su svrhu prikupljeni podaci recentnih istraživanja provedenih na 
obalnome i otočnome dijelu Kvarnera, Hrvatskoga i podvelebitskog primorja. 
Kako bi se razumjele promjene, odnosno kontinuitet naseljavanja izvangradskih 
područja, rasprava započinje pregledom dostupnih podataka za predrimsku organi-
zaciju ruralnih krajolika. Potom se, na temelju još uvijek sporadičnih i ograničenih 
podataka, raspravlja o formiranju rimskoga tzv. krajolika vila, o pojedincima, 
odnosno društvenim grupama te o gospodarskim aktivnostima koje je moguće 
povezati uz te, mahom novonastale, lokalitete. 

Detektirajući društveno-političke promjene koje su zahvatile širu jadransku 
regiju i specifično sjevernu Liburniju u 3., a moguće već i u 2. stoljeću, u radu 
se raspravlja o mogućim primjerima prvoga „vala“ transformacija ruralnih kra-
jolika, posebno u smislu snažnih promjena gospodarskih aktivnosti, ali moguće 
i strukturnih značajki ruralnih sklopova. 

Daljnji razvoj i evoluciju ruralnih i izvangradskih prostora sjeverne Liburnije 
nešto je lakše pratiti zahvaljujući dosadašnjem velikom interesu istraživača za 
crkvena zdanja koja su postupno počela dominirati krajolikom od 5. st. nadalje. 
Sagledavajući njihov položaj u odnosu na ranije lokalitete te njihove karakteristike 
i pojedine nalaze, predlaže se interpretacija o značenju kapilarne kristijanizacije 
izvangradskih prostora u kontekstu društvenih odnosa i praksi kasnoantičkoga 
razdoblja. S druge strane, još uvijek rijetki podaci o transformacijama ruralnih 
rezidencijalno-proizvodnih sklopova omogućavaju detektiranje pojedinih procesa, 
poput reupotrebe i recikliranja, te njihovu interpretaciju kroz prizmu gospodarstva 
i mogućeg nastajanja novih oblika naseljavanja. 

Iako su u radu analizirani podaci još uvijek nedostatni, posebno iz aspekta 
materijalne kulture, a uzorak lokaliteta daleko je od zadovoljavajućega, dijak-
ronijsko sagledavanje razvoja i transformacija ruralnoga krajolika sjeverne Li-
burnije omogućeno je analizom koja uzima u obzir različite pokazatelje i izvore te 
analogije iz okolnih područja. Buduća stratigrafska istraživanja ruralnih lokaliteta 
i paralelna analiza materijalne kulture, posebno njihova dosljedna objava, zasig-
urno će pomoći u razrješenju brojnih, ovdje tek naznačenih i još uvijek otvorenih 
pitanja te omogućiti stvaranje robusnijeg modela razvoja rimskih ruralnih krajolika 
sjeverne Liburnije.
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